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Introduction to Your Birth Chart Report

What follows is your personal natal chart information, as well as interpretations of the
positions and aspects in your chart.

With this report, you'll find out the positions of the planets in your natal chart by sign. The
most personal of these are the Sun sign, Moon sign, Mercury sign, Venus sign, and Mars
sign. Most people already know their Sun sign.

If your time of birth is known, you will also find out your Ascendant, or rising sign, as well as
the positions of the planets in the houses of your chart. Additionally, aspects between the
planets are listed and interpreted.

If the birth time is unknown, we cannot know the Ascendant or house positions. The natal
chart shown here is an Aries chart in that case. Additionally, you may not know the Moon
sign for certain. This is because the Moon changes signs approximately every 2-1/2 days.

https://astro.cafeastrology.com/natal.php
https://astro.cafeastrology.com/index.php
https://astro.cafeastrology.com/synastry.php?&index=288755875&lang=en
https://astro.cafeastrology.com/horoscope.php?date2=now&index=288755875&lang=en
https://astro.cafeastrology.com/previsions.php?date2=now&href=/horoscope.php?&index=288755875&lang=en
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Less probable but still possible is a change of signs for the other planets and luminaries,
depending on the planet itself (for example, the Sun changes signs every 30 days or so).

Each paragraph of interpretation refers to an individual position in your chart. All of these
positions and aspects are some of the "parts" that make up a "whole"--you! Some of these
interpretations will be contradictory, just as people are contradictory. A person can be timid in
love and aggressive in business, for example. As well, we evolve and grow throughout our
lives, facing challenges that help us to handle our positions and aspects in a different way.
We all have choices, and one of the major benefits of astrology is the chance to understand
ourselves so that we can work with our natal charts and improve ourselves. Any
computerized report that interprets the individual placements in a natal chart is somewhat
disjointed, simply because the different parts that make up the whole are not synthesized.

Some of the interpretations are more detailed than others. You can use this as a starting
point and do some further reading about different positions (such as Moon in Libra, Saturn in
the 10th house, Moon conjunct Mercury) in your chart by exploring our own site, other
astrology sites, and by reading astrology books.

The tables show the technical details of your natal chart, personalized based on your birth
data. Below the tables, you'll find your free birth chart interpretive report, and a chart wheel
appears at the end of the report.

 
Castle Pronoun They

 Ann Arbor, MI United States 12/27/1983 11:00
  

Planet Positions, Ascendant, & Houses

The following table shows the position of the planets in your chart, by sign and degree. You
will also find the sign of your Ascendant and the signs on the cusp of each house in your
natal chart only if the birth time is known. The Roman Numerals refer to the houses, where
the Ascendant is also the first house and the Midheaven is also the tenth house. For
example, if the sign Taurus is next to Mars, you know your Mars is in Taurus. If the sign Libra
is next to Venus, you know your Venus is in Libra. If Cancer is next to Ascendant, you have a
Cancer Ascendant, and if Leo is next to II, Leo is on your 2nd house.

Castle

Zodiac : Tropical

Sun Capricorn 5°20'  
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Moon Libra 16°40'  

Mercury Capricorn 13°38' R

Venus Scorpio 24°43'  

Mars Libra 22°20'  

Jupiter Sagittarius 24°57'  

Saturn Scorpio 13°34'  

Uranus Sagittarius 10°54'  

Neptune Sagittarius 29°12'  

Pluto Scorpio 1°42'  

Lilith Pisces 1°46'  

N Node Gemini 15°46'  

Placidus

I ASC Aquarius 28°34'

II Aries 17°21'

III Taurus 19°55'

IV Gemini 13°15'

V Cancer 3°47'

VI Cancer 26°17'

VII Leo 28°34'

VIII Libra 17°21'

IX Scorpio 19°55'

X MC Sagittarius 13°15'
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XI Capricorn 3°47'

XII Capricorn 26°17'

Sun in XI

Moon in VII

Mercury in XI

Venus in IX

Mars in VIII

Jupiter in X MC

Saturn in VIII

Uranus in IX

Neptune in X MC

Pluto in VIII

Lilith in I ASC

N Node in IV

masculine 5  fire 3

feminine 5  earth 2

cardinal 4  air 2

fixed 3  water 3

mutable 3   

Aspects

The following table shows the planetary aspects in your natal chart. Interpretations of these
factors are found below. The numbers listed under the column "Value" serve as a relative
rating system for each aspect and are determined based on the planets involved, the aspect
type, and the orb of influence. Negative values suggest more stressful or challenging
influences while positive numbers show more flowing, easy energy.
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This is a wide table that may require you to scroll right on smaller screens.

See also your full natal chart wheel graphic depicted below the report.

Planet Aspect Planet Orb Value

Sun Conjunction Mercury 8°18' 123

Sun Conjunction Neptune 6°08' 186

Sun Sextile Pluto 3°38' 90

Sun Sextile Lilith 3°34' 57

Moon Square Mercury 3°02' -84

Moon Conjunction Mars 5°40' 55

Moon Trine N Node 0°53' 71

Moon Sextile X MC 3°24' 57

Mercury Sextile Saturn 0°03' 237

Venus Square I ASC 3°51' -18

Mars Sextile Jupiter 2°37' 110

Mars Conjunction Pluto 9°22' 19

Mars Trine N Node 6°34' 6

Mars Trine I ASC 6°14' 9

Jupiter Conjunction Neptune 4°15' 241

Jupiter Sextile I ASC 3°37' 41

Uranus Opposition N Node 4°52' -18

Uranus Conjunction X MC 2°21' 92

Neptune Sextile Pluto 2°30' 45

Neptune Sextile Lilith 2°34' 19
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Neptune Sextile I ASC 0°38' 35

Pluto Trine Lilith 0°05' 15

Pluto Trine I ASC 3°08' 9

Lilith Conjunction I ASC 3°12' 0

 1517 -120 1397

 

Part of Fortune & South Node

The following table shows the positions of the Part of Fortune (using the classic formula) and
the South Node of the Moon (the True value).

Fortune Sagittarius 9°54'  

South node Sagittarius 15°46'  

Natal Chart Report

Birth Chart

This birth chart report shows the positions of the planets for Castle.

The Sun

The Sun represents vitality, a sense of individuality, and outward-shining creative energy.

The Sun is in Capricorn

Capricorn is a feet-on-the-ground, eye-on-the-prize sign. Those with Sun in Capricorn have a
realistic, grounded approach to life that is apparent no matter how dreamy the rest of the
birth chart suggests they can be. These people know how to do things--and to get things
done.

Some Capricorns naturally turn their backs on what they deem too frivolous. They are very
much concerned with what's worthwhile--Capricorns want to do and be something
worthwhile. Like their Earth signs relatives, Taurus and Virgo, they need to feel useful and
effective in the real world to be satisfied with their lives. But the Capricorn spin on the earth

https://cafeastrology.com/partoffortune.html
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signs is that Capricorn possesses a stronger need for recognition in a worldly sense. They
have a strong sense of society and its framework, and they feel most secure when they feel
they're doing their part within that framework.

Capricorns like to pare things down, and they take pleasure in the simple things in life.
However, many are attracted to status symbols, and these ones will wear the best clothes
(tasteful ones!) and drive quietly impressive cars. Comparing Capricorns to their symbol, the
goat, brings up some interesting analogies. Solar Capricorns can see into the future and plan
for it. They don't mind taking things slowly, but they absolutely aim to get to the top of the
mountain in life! They make their way steadily and sure-footedly, and their strength and
singleness of purpose are admirable.

Capricorns can sometimes be lonely, although they rarely let it show. They are often a little
reserved--even standoffish. This is generally because they value all things practical, and
they'll seldom wear their emotions on their sleeves unless they have a particularly
flamboyant Moon sign. This is a sign that is surely the most resourceful of the zodiac. To
some, Capricorns come across as unimaginative, but they can be enormously creative when
it comes to the material world. They are generally very capable people with a strong sense of
tradition and responsibility.

Many Capricorns have mastered the art of making people laugh. Their sense of humor can
be of the deadpan variety--they're generally excellent at keeping a straight face. They can be
bitingly sarcastic, too. Capricorns are not known for taking too many risks in life. They value
the beaten track and things "tried and true." This is not to say they are stick-in-the-muds --
they simply value the hard work laid down by those who've been around before them.

Turn to your Capricorn friends for help when you need to really get things done. They'll have
practical advice, and they'll help you organize and manage your life a little better. Capricorns
are generally good with their "word," dependable, and rather loyal people.

Short description:

They are honest, reserved, circumspect, honorable, and strong-willed. Quietly ambitious
within the realms of the possible, they like and take on responsibility. They can work in the
social domain.

Possible issues: a sometimes bitter and mistrustful mind.

Capricorn with ascendant Aquarius

Sun in XI: The Sun is in the eleventh house

 
You are a humanitarian who aims to treat everyone as equals. You seek to be unique and
original and do your best to avoid bias and prejudice. Social status is less important to you
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than belonging to a group of diverse personalities. Your identity, in fact, is somehow linked to
a larger unit than yourself. You have high hopes and goals and tend to look at life in terms of
opportunities. You have magnetic appeal, as people sense your broad tolerance and
openness. The friendships you establish are crucial to your development. If you identify too
much with your friendships and your friendliness, you may become too impersonal and
alienate those who would like to get close to you. You are a leader in groups and people look
up to you.

Key points:

A successful career thanks to the support of patrons, friends, or relations. They need to be
engaged and intrigued. They are idealistic, socially concerned, hopeful, and interesting.

123 Conjunction between the Sun and Mercury

Because your ego and mind are usually on the same page, you possess abundant mental
energy. You are always in a position to think about what you want, and in many ways, this is
an interruption of the will. You are highly intelligent with a great drive to communicate with
others. You invest a lot of pride in your intellectual capacities. You may not always listen as
well as you speak, however, because you're too busy thinking about what to say next! But
you are very curious, and although you enjoy expressing yourself, you usually don't dominate
conversations completely.

Regarding studying or learning, you are better off reading the material than listening to a
teacher. These traits come from a strong need to actively participate in communications. It is
tough for you to listen passively and absorb information.

Your opinions are usually strong, and you are an independent thinker. You tend to be proud
of your ideas and thoughts and might easily get a bruised ego if you are not "heard" or if your
opinions are pushed aside, ignored, or criticized. You are expressive and possibly a very
animated speaker. You are also very witty; others enjoy your playful and sometimes
mischievous sense of humor.

Key traits: They are verbal, intelligent, observant, and sometimes nervous or wired.

186 Conjunction between the Sun and Neptune

There is an unmistakably dreamy, inspired, and sensitive side to you. A marked appreciation
for music and the arts is present. The connection of Neptune with the Sun, which represents
the ego and the will, certainly softens some of the hard edges that might be found elsewhere
in the chart, adding a sensitive and spiritual dimension to your personality.

You are naturally compassionate. It is so completely natural for you to accept that there is
more to the world than what's before your eyes that you absent-mindedly presume everyone
must be spiritually inclined. Of course, you come to realize that this is not the case at some
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early point in your life.

Your attraction to spirituality and metaphysical subjects is usually marked. This aspect favors
writers, artists, and musicians. You are sensitive to those suffering, although you are not
usually taken advantage of.

You are humanitarian and may have a special connection with animals. If other aspects and
positions in the chart support it, you are not one to dominate others or assert yourself to the
point of brashness. You have a fertile imagination, are full of inspiration, and are very
emotional - all qualities you could use successfully on the professional level.

Key traits: They are naturally and genuinely empathetic, compassionate, and intuitive. Their
observations and insights are unique and fascinating, making them an original and helpful
guide. They have a gentle nature that picks up on subtle cues from their environment.

90 Sextile between the Sun and Pluto

You have much sexual vitality and passion. It's easy and natural for you to find a passion,
pursue it, and focus on a goal.

Not much scares you! You enjoy and embrace growth, especially of the psychological kind.
You love a good mystery, and you are adept at solving it.

You readily assign meaning to what others might consider "ordinary" events. You look for
symbols and read between the lines in almost any situation.

Your physical vitality is generally strong, and your body is usually able to heal quickly. You
are not afraid to get your hands dirty, and you are usually quick to help others--not only with
mundane tasks but also on a spiritual or psychological level.

Your insight is sharp and sometimes awe-inspiring. You are perceptive and not easily rattled
or surprised in life. You are not a do-gooder, nor are you a law-breaker. However, you are not
afraid of the "dark side" of human nature, and you will bend the rules from time to time if you
feel the need to do so.

You take particular pleasure in growth and life's lessons. You are not fond of superficiality
and are generally the first to spot pretense of any kind. You are passionate and can be
intense. You have a hunger to experience more than just an "ordinary" life, and you can be
quite ambitious. Some people with this aspect are perfectionists, demanding much from
themselves and reasonable effort and honesty from others.

Key traits: They are creative, ambitious, and ready to transform or improve matters. They
benefit from their willingness to improve, reform, and change. They have determination and
willpower and can readily turn around a situation.
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57 Sextile between the Sun and Lilith

They are fundamentally comfortable with the darker side of their nature. A student of human
nature, they are observant, incisive, unique, unusual, and fascinating.

The Moon

The Moon represents the emotional responses, unconscious pre-destination, and the self-
image. The Moon represents the emotions, and the Moon sign shows how a person
expresses themselves when at home, at ease, and comfortable.

The Moon is in Libra

People with the Moon in Libra are friendly, warm, tasteful, tactful, and balanced. Lunar
Librans feel safe and secure when they are in a partnership. They seem to always want
someone tag along with them wherever they go -- even if it is to the corner store. They find
strength and reinforcement in and through others.

People with this Moon position are quite charming. They can be very attractive to be around,
and are often given to flirtatiousness. Rarely directly aggressive, they win your heart with
their gentle and refined ways.

Moon in Libra people strongly need companionship. Without someone to share their lives
with, they feel utterly incomplete. This is why many people with this Moon get involved in
marriages or living-together arrangements quite young. Because this drive for harmony,
peace, and sharing is so powerful, Lunar Librans are apt to do a lot of conceding. They are
sympathetic and concerned for others, enjoy socializing, and revel in a good debate. Mental
rapport with others is critical to them.

Moon in Libra natives can't help but see flaws in their environment and relationships. In fact,
anything out of whack will bother them until it's fixed. Although diplomatic with
acquaintances, when Moon in Libra natives argue with their long-standing partners, they
rarely let up until they win. And, winning an argument is a Libran specialty--in fact, they may
not even believe what they are saying but will adopt ideas just to get the last word. Living
with Lunar Librans can sometimes feel like you are on trial, and Libra is the expert lawyer.
Sometimes, though, Libra is defending you and supporting your point of view. They're
tremendously fair and equality-minded, and they will always see the other side of the coin.
This ability can leave them on the fence, undecided, even painfully so at times.

Lunar Librans' idealistic outlook and constant striving for the best, most harmonious lifestyle
can lead to some discontent. Looking for that one (elusive) perfect way to lead their lives can
detract from enjoyment of the moment. However, a Libra Moon also strives for balance and
moderation, and once they discover that sweet spot, they're smooth, delightful, and
extraordinarily kind and considerate.
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Short description:

They are sociable and popular. Good judgment, they are intelligent and reasonable, liking
social pleasures. Agreeable and fair. They value feedback.

Potential issues: instability in loving relationships, wavering, may give too much weight to the
views of others and public opinion.

Moon in VII: The Moon is in the seventh house

 
Partnership is important for them, for better or for worse. They work well in business
relationships, especially partnerships, and can be a great mediator, counselor, and
harmonizer. They are balanced, the voice of reason, peace-loving, fair, and just.

You are drawn to partnerships and prefer to have a companion for emotional support. You
are not a person who would happily take in a movie by yourself or dine alone, for example. A
partner awakens feelings in you that you may have never known you had, and you seem to
need a partner to learn about your own needs and feelings. Emotional fulfillment is sought
through relationships, but if the Moon is challenged, you may have many relationships, one
after another, each time believing that this is "the one." Taking time between relationships is
hard for you but quite necessary, as you tend to jump into relationships out of fear of being
alone. Or, you draw highly emotional people into your life as partners.

You are very adaptable to others' needs and usually quite likable. Be careful not to become
overly dependent on a partner or assume that a partner will treat you the same way you do
them.

You have a strong eye for balance and harmony and fine taste. You're a supportive, well-
liked friend and partner.

-84 Square between the Moon and Mercury

There is a conflict here between the head and the heart. Your emotions tell you one thing
and your mind tells you something else. The result is a see-saw effect: you can be emotional
to the point of irrationality at one moment, and logical the next. How to blend the head and
the heart is a constant struggle for you, usually because you have a tendency to resist
blending them! You love to chat, enjoy story-telling and writing/poetry, sometimes enjoy
bending the truth, and you possess a sparkling wit! You are animated when you speak, and
have a sense of humor that others appreciate simply because it's very imaginative. You may
be especially adept at satire. People can usually read your mood by how much you're
talking. When nervous or excitable, you talk up a storm. Moodiness is a characteristic,
definitely, and an especially subjective nature makes you prone to hypersensitivity. It usually
has to do with the fact that you take in so very much from your environment. This is also one
of the reasons why you tend to be indecisive. You may swing between irrational and rational
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thoughts and feelings. It's pretty much something that takes place "upstairs" in the mind,
although others are sure to see the struggle from time to time. You are always interesting,
and usually funny. You have a tendency to misrepresent yourself with what you say from time
to time, but you're a charming, if a little kooky, friend.

If they are happiest in their own little imaginary world, they can be happy nowhere because
they can never find their ideal world on the outside, and this problem can create a lot of
change, instability, and disquiet. Must aim to enjoy the moment, the real world more often.
They should watch for fibbing, gossip, but sensitivity to criticism, thin-skinned leaves them
feeling vulnerable. If the other aspects allow, they can be a very good novelist. Great
imagination and observation.

55 Conjunction between the Moon and Mars

You are a passionate person who loves life. Although your emotions are powerful and
immediate, your passion is generally controlled and directed. You are a sexual person who
nevertheless doesn't get too carried away or controlled by your passions. Because your
emotions are strong and you know how to channel them into constructive channels, you don't
easily understand such things as "crimes of passion", impulsive behaviors, or emotional
excitability in others. You're generally open, accepting, and natural in your sexual expression.
You need an emotional connection in order to feel complete on a physical level. You may
have an affection and talent for sports, but other factors in the natal chart are necessary to
provide the motivation and commitment.

Short description: They are frank, honest, full of vigor and ambition. They are strong-willed
and powerful at work. They are a little hard on themselves but perhaps more on others
whose capacity for action is not as great or inherent.

57 Sextile between the Moon and Midheaven

They have a strong sense of family, profound feelings, and may especially like children and
animals. If there are changes in their professional life, they are most often for the better.
There is a sense of forward movement, popularity with those in authority or in the
professional life.

Mercury

Mercury represents communication, Cartesian and logical spirit.

Mercury is in Capricorn

Their mind compartmentalizes impressions, and they appreciate structure and order. The
mind learns best when it can see practical uses for information. Resourceful, reflective, deep
thinker; a fine and vivacious mind. May undertake lengthy studies or, if circumstances do not
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allow, will teach themselves. A rational person. Can be pessimistic, skeptical, and sarcastic,
possessing a very sharp sense of humor. They notice everything.

Mercury in XI: Mercury is in the eleventh house

 
They have lots of friends. They like intelligent, cultivated people around them with whom they
can enjoy verbal sparring. They like debates, interminable discussions. Often have friends
who are younger, or friends come and go.

You are endlessly curious about people, group interactions, community affairs, trends, and
teams. You are attracted to people who bring new ideas into your experience, and who have
something novel to contribute on an intellectual level. You are very forward-looking and fair-
minded. Fair play, impartiality, and unselfishness are important ideals for you. There can be
many changes or fluctuations in your personal wishes, dreams, plans, and ideals. You might
attract friends who come and go, or who are dishonest or duplicitous.

237 Sextile between Mercury - Saturn

They are precise or strive to be mentally organized. They are able to study, concentrate, and
focus, and often has the patience to work towards a goal slowly but surely. They may take
time to get communications "just so" and prefer step by step directions. They respect
tradition and rules, preferring a sense of order.

Venus

Venus represents an interest in emotions and values, exchange, and sharing with others.

Venus is in Scorpio

Venus in Scorpio people attract others with their intensity and willingness to commit. They
have a strong and concentrated manner which suggests their feelings run deep. Their
actions in love tend to promise deep commitment and sexual pleasure, even if they are not
telling you this directly. Their appeal lies in their focus on you, and their dedication. Venus in
Scorpio seems fearless when it comes to intimacy. Potential lovers get the feeling that Venus
in Scorpio will never stray, that they are intensely loyal to the one they love. They possess
you, and somehow make it seem attractive to be possessed.

Venus in Scorpio natives give you their complete attention. These people are very focused
on their partners. Depending on your personality, you may find this unnerving or entirely
flattering. They have a strong need to control their partner, although this won't be
immediately apparent, and they may not ever admit to this. Their body-and-soul love and
commitment can be so intense that it eclipses fun and makes loving them a very heavy
experience. Their emotion and intensity may seem overdone to those looking for a more
lighthearted relationship. These people take things to extremes, and can be very
provocative. Although they want to explore all of your nooks and crannies, they won't always
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be forthcoming with their own. When you've upset these lovers, you'll know it. Depending on
the moment, Venus in Scorpio will shoot you one of the most piercing glares around, or
totally blow up. Whichever style they choose, a slighted Scorpio lover is not a pretty sight.
These people can be jealous of all of your attachments, but few will admit it. They're not
afraid of being underhanded in matters of the heart, and they are experts at cutting through
all the fluff and seeing you for what you are. Still, you may find their conclusions about you
seem skewed and mistrustful.

Pleasing Venus in Scorpio involves demonstrating your complete commitment and loyalty to
them. Appreciate their guts when it comes to love and intimacy -- they're proud of their
courage in these matters. If you can, and they're deserving, relinquish some of the control in
the relationship. Let them feel they own you, without taking it to extremes. Remember,
though, that some Venus in Scorpio lovers can and will take advantage of you on a subtle
level, if only to keep you all to themselves. Let them have their secrets and their silences.

Short description: Sensual and passionate. Passions run hot and cold. Full of ardor and
desire where the partner needs to be able to match their level. Can be jealous and
possessive. If disappointed or deceived in love, they can become bitter. Usually very loyal.

Venus in IX: Venus is in the ninth house

 
Could find love abroad or partner with a foreigner. Refined mind, they like the Arts, is carried
away by beautiful things. They are very happy abroad.

You are attracted to, or you tend to attract, people of different cultural backgrounds. You are
attracted to a partner with a sense of adventure. You are not especially clingy, and you
expect a certain amount of freedom in a partnership. You want to feel like you are growing as
an individual, and you won't be happy in a relationship that is restrictive or confining. In fact,
you have a great love for the feeling of freedom or limitlessness. Your hips and thighs may
be especially attractive! You appreciate a lover who is enthusiastic and not afraid to have a
good time (with you!). You aspire to high ideals in love, but some of you might pursue
sensations in love rather than true or deep feelings and attachment. Beware of a tendency
for dissatisfaction with what you have, as the tendency to think that the "grass is greener"
elsewhere can keep you from enjoying or developing what you have.

-18 Square between Venus - Ascendant

They may go to excess with their pleasures, frequents doubtful company, may come across
differently than expected. They are very spendthrift, but spreads their money around their
circle. Their friends may be more self-interested than sincere.

Mars

Mars represents the desire for action and physical energy.
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Mars is in Libra

Mars in Libra natives often reflect about things before they act. Decisiveness is not their
strong point, but they do, eventually, get things done. Many people with this position
procrastinate, generally because they feel the need to weigh all of the alternatives before
taking action.

Life isn't always fair, as Mars in Scorpio would say, but Mars in Libra will seldom accept this
notion. These natives can easily get caught up in defending themselves and others. Although
their overall goal is to live peacefully, they stir others up with their desire to balance
everything. Still, they always play innocent when they are challenged, and can generally
charm the birds out of the trees to win your favor. Passive-aggressiveness is practically the
hallmark of this position. They don't want to look like they are ever being mean or unfair, but
aggression has to go somewhere! Too often, this results in sneaky behavior and subterfuge.
On the other hand, some Mars in Libra people turn the Mars energy into action, and they
fight for Libran justice and fairness in the world. On the up side, Mars in Libra people are
adept at predicting when problems and discord will occur well in advance. They know how to
compromise and are excellent at conflict management.

Mars in VIII: Mars is in the eighth house

 
Sexually very powerful, they are also capable of tremendous focus and hard work. Sexually
intense and deep. May be adept at professions requiring research, strategy, uncovering
truths, and analysis. Arguments may occur over inheritance.

110 Sextile between Mars - Jupiter

They have a good sense of organization, they are jovial, frank, and sincere. They are full of
dynamism and abundant energy. They love life, taking all it has to offer. They like sports and
the outdoor life. They are successful professionally and emotionally. They may have many
children or projects and ventures.

They are honest and forthright in their dealings with others, and They tends to trust others
readily. They can be a bit careless about spending money, however, and this is probably
because they are so eternally optimistic that there will always be plenty around. The
possibility of failure does not enter their mind, although success itself is not as important to
them as enjoyment and happiness are. Can be pleasantly competitive and good-humored.

19 Conjunction between Mars - Pluto

They are ambitious with a great capacity for work and effort, self-confidence, and
determination. Will stick it out to the end with their plans.
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You are committed, determined, and passionate. For you, it's all or nothing, and you are
baffled by, and possibly impatient with, others who do things only halfway or half-heartedly.
You are usually quite decisive, and often unwavering once committed. You are certainly a
passionate person and you possess a fascinating and commanding aura.

You are generally confident about your own talents. You employ strategy when you are going
after something, and you are very talented at this, saving time and energy. You're naturally
very resourceful and usually quite persistent when pursuing a goal. You are a wonderful
person to be around when there's a crisis. Very little fazes you, and you're especially
effective when circumstances call for a leader.

9 Trine between Mars - Ascendant

They are energetic and direct.

Jupiter

Jupiter represents expansion and grace.

Jupiter is in Sagittarius

They attract the most good fortune when they are open-handed and generous, tolerant, and
practices what they preach. Can be inspirational, usually finding success in travel, education,
teaching, sports, publishing, and foreign cultures. Very philosophical, forward-looking, and
enthusiastic. Strong morals. They strongly value freedom of movement and expression.

Jupiter in X: Jupiter is in the tenth house

 
They have problems adapting to a humdrum or an uncertain life. They like comfort. They can
move toward a managerial position or position of prestige. Their success follows on from that
of the parents or in their home town.

241 Conjunction between Jupiter - Neptune

They are very generous and altruistic, helping people in difficulty. They know how to listen or,
at least, how to give that impression to make others feel heard. They are a dreamer with
imagination to spare, fully enjoying the Arts.

41 Sextile between Jupiter - Ascendant

They like meeting friends, enjoying a good meal and cordial atmospheres. They are
pleasant, jovial, and engaging.

Saturn

Saturn represents contraction and effort.
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Saturn is in Scorpio

Observant, self-controlled, unforgiving, tough, methodical, a researcher, an investigator. Lots
of courage, self-assurance, and inclines to keep their cool.

Possible issues: Making no concessions or compromises for fear of loss of control or
respect. They might become a fanatic of a creed, a party, work, or a religion in rare cases.

Saturn in VIII: Saturn is in the eighth house

 
This position sometimes points to not being financially very well off, average salary. The
spouse may not be rich. Possibility of a small inheritance, which helps a lot. Long life and
natural death, if the aspects allow.

Uranus

Uranus represents individual liberty, egoistic liberty.

Uranus in Sagittarius

They are shy, delicate but proud, bold and lively.

Uranus in IX: Uranus is in the ninth house

 
Interested in humanity. They are highly intellectual. They travel a lot. Their mind is always
alert, even when sleeping, during which time they often resolve the problems of the previous
day!

92 Conjunction between Uranus - Midheaven

They must have a job that allows them many freedoms, something non-routine. They like
change, possess a lot of energy and know how to influence others in spite of their originality.

Neptune

Neptune represents transcendental liberty, non-egoistic liberty.

Neptune is in Sagittarius

May especially enjoy long voyages, things foreign, being close to water. Altruistic, broad
spiritual vision, humane, spiritual.

Neptune in X: Neptune is in the tenth house

 
They are a very idealistic person, preferring to see their ideals, hopes, and dreams made
concrete and real in the everyday world. They are driven to put ideals into action. They have
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great ambition, which sometimes can be taken to obsessive levels. They may always want to
check work already done, as they are terrified of being less than perfect.

45 Sextile between Neptune - Pluto

They are perceptive and able to see layers to a situation. They are naturally drawn to
learning what makes themselves and others tick.

19 Sextile between Neptune - Lilith

Love can dominate their life. They live their love life to the fullest, and can be very
passionate. Their partner may have problems on the professional level, but they are always
there to give support. If the partner loses their job and their rhythm of life has to change, they
accept this. They are a lover, and faithful - the most important thing is that they love each
other.

35 Sextile between Neptune - Ascendant

They can have unusual relationships. They are easily influenced, very sensitive and
emotional.

Pluto

Pluto represents transformations, mutations, and elimination.

Pluto is in Scorpio

Fear of betrayal. Sensual and passionate.

15 Trine between Pluto - Lilith

They may lead a double life. They may have a secret love affair while having a good
relationship with their partner. Most with this aspect, however, are highly perceptive and can
keep a secret. Alternative views of relationships are likely.

9 Trine between Pluto - Ascendant

They have willpower and ambition, and almost always prefer to have their own way.

Lilith

Black Moon Lilith represents our darker, deeper natures that may be repressed or buried.

Lilith in Pisces

They may have felt ashamed or off for being needy, compassionate, or wishy-washy, or for
their spiritual side, and this person can feel uncomfortable or annoyed with people who resist
labels, who are not very assertive or ready to take the lead. Denying these very human traits
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in themselves can lead to extreme behaviors. Self-acceptance and integration of these traits
in moderation can be empowering.

North Node-South Node

The South Node represents our overdeveloped character traits. We are talented here but if
we overdo this area of life or hold onto these traits to feel secure, we may stagnate. The
North Node points to the qualities that we need to work on and develop to achieve inner
balance and fulfillment.

North Node in Gemini

They have brilliant ideas and are the first to discover new things. However, they have a
tendency to ignore the details and may avoid some responsibilities for fear of becoming too
bogged down. Taking on too many activities can keep them from focusing on one or two
paths, and this can be to their detriment in the long run.

Another life lesson is to understand the impact of their words. Speaking their truth should be
done mindfully or else it may undermine their growth at times. A balance should be sought.
They can be an excellent teacher and hold far more meaningful and intelligent exchanges
with others in so doing. By learning to slow down and take care of business and to live in the
present, they are likely to achieve far more happiness and a wonderful sense of inner
balance. Qualities to develop: clarification, listening skills, attention to detail.

North Node in IV: North Node in the Fourth House

 
Their path is to allow themselves to be vulnerable, and from time to time, release the need to
feel in control and on top of things. Once they do let others in, their life improves. Fixing their
home life can enhance their career. Qualities to develop: nurturing and trust, tenderness,
willingness to be vulnerable or to accept support.

The Houses

House I is the area of self identity. The ascendant is a symbol of how one acts in life. It is the
image of the personality as seen by others, and the attitude that one has towards life.

Capricorn with ascendant Aquarius

Ascendant is Aquarius

 
How unique and original Aquarius rising natives come across! These individuals are just that
-- individuals, and they won't let you forget that fact. Often turned to for advice, these natives
possess intellectual poise and savvy. They often are curious, and quite learned, in both
science and metaphysics--anything that involves advancement of the human race holds
much appeal. It's hard to shock an Aquarius rising. They've seen it all, or at least want you to
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think they have. In fact, they often enjoy shocking others. Not that they are flamboyant by
nature, but they do like to, albeit quietly, get a rise out of others. Some natives born with
Aquarius on their Ascendant can be quietly provocative and irreverent. Most people with this
Ascendant are quite friendly and likable. Their personality quirks generally go over quite well
with others. They generally give others quite a bit of freedom--accepting, as a rule, people
from all walks of life as equals. And, their somewhat cool and detached curiosity about all
that goes on around them appeals to most.

Curiously, Aquarius rising people can be a little standoffish while also coming across as
humanitarian and kind. Often labeled as independent and original children, Aquarius rising
natives often feel a little "different" or "special" throughout life. They often feel like they are on
the outside looking in, and their ability to observe and deduce is often uncanny. They're also
adept at getting things to work, even when the parts that make up the whole seem like a
puzzle with unusual pieces--especially when it comes to groups of people. This sets them
apart as managers and team leaders. The Ascendant often reveals physical mannerisms
and even choice of dress, as it shows how people present themselves to the world. With
Aquarius here, natives sometimes have a quirkiness to their manner, and some dress in a
slightly offbeat manner--not enough to make them stand out like a sore thumb, but just
enough to express their original temperament.

Because these people seem so open to new ideas, it may be surprising when you encounter
their decidedly stubborn streak. Aquarius is a fixed sign, after all. The ascendant sign shows
how individuals react to new situations, and with Aquarius rising, there can be a resistance to
change that seems to belie the native's generally progressive nature. There's a distinct
inflexibility with Aquarian rising people, and, sometimes, a tendency to want to force their
opinions on others. With their eye to the future of mankind as a whole, some people born
with an Aquarius Ascendant overlook the more personal needs of the people closest to them.
They are often attracted to partners who possess self-confidence and ardor.

House II - the second house - is the area of material security and values. It rules money and
personal finances, sense of self-worth and basic values, personal possessions.

Aries on House II

Financial success is more likely when they use their entrepreneurial spirit. However,
impulsive spending is likely. Won't ask for money, preferring to be self-made, and usually do
not receive much financial help. Where Mars is placed in the chart can show where money
can be made.

House III - the third house - is the area of social and intellectual learning.

Taurus on House III
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One is never better than when at home. Not much travelling or taking on of a sudden or
unexamined initiative. When travel occurs, it is to comfortable and familiar areas. Everything
is calculated and deliberate: the motto is "slowly but surely".

House IV - the fourth house - is the area of home, family, roots, and deep emotions/sense of
self-worth.

Gemini on House IV

Can find it impossible to stay in one place, frequently changing homes themselves or
changing things up in the home environment. If the job is monotonous, they are usually
restless, perhaps changing firms frequently or requiring a lot of stimulation on the job. The
ideal profession would be one offering a lot of change, moving around, meeting lots of new
people. An equally erratic love life is usually expected.

House V - the fifth house - is the area of creative self-expression, romance, entertainment,
children, and gambling.

Cancer on House V

They may often be in love, up until the day they meet someone special. They are not a
gambler, by any means. They are safe in a casino! Can take great pleasure in home life.
Hobbies may be cooking, sewing, and other Cancer-related pastimes. Very affectionate
lover, but private and sensitive.

House VI - the sixth house - is the area of learning by material transaction.

Cancer on House VI

Good in jobs in contact with the public. Weak point: the stomach.

House VII - the seventh house - is the area of one-to-one relationships such as marriage and
partnership, and of social and intellectual action.

Leo on House VII

Partnership for love, based on confidence, honesty, sincerity.

House VIII - the eighth house - is the area of emotional security and of security of the soul.

Libra on House VIII

Happy old age, natural death likely. Idealistic expectations of others.

House IX - the ninth house - is the area of learning that shapes the identity.

Scorpio on House IX
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They like long voyages, especially by sea. Might participate in regattas, enjoying risk, sport.

House X - the tenth house - is the area of material action. The Midheaven represents the
work one will do in one's life, the place one will take in the world of society. It becomes more
important as one grows older.

Sagittarius on House X

Job involving travel, especially abroad, and if possible with some risk, creativity, adventure is
attached.

House XI - the eleventh house - is the area of search for social and intellectual security.

Capricorn on House XI

Stable friendships with composed, wise people, from whose experience of life benefit and
enrich their own life.

House XII - the twelfth house - is the area of education and of emotion. This is where we
meet our karma, deal with endings, and sometimes where we bury things.

Capricorn on House XII

Disappointments are difficult to digest, the bitterness can last a long time before they are
able to react positively.

Your Personal Natal Chart
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enlarge this chart

Full birth data:
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Castle

Pronoun They

Ann Arbor

26371 Michigan/Detroit MI

1 United States US

Date 12/27/1983 Tuesday

Time 11:00

Julian day 2445696.17

Timezone -5.0000 5h00w

ST 16.47

Lat 42.2800 42°17'n

Long -83.7300 83°44'w
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interpretations.

You can create a print-friendly or PDF copy of this report by clicking on the Print button
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Your Stars Today - Horoscope - No Birth Time See the planets' influence on your natal chart
for the next 14 days (this is the quick version based on date of birth and NO birth time).
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